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ABSTRACT 

This article presents the effects of computer simulations on students' alternative 
conceptions about the concepts of vdoclty and axelerasion. Firstlyf we investigate and 
identify students' iirseas and cognitive constrarints exhibited in the research tasks concerning 
the kinematical concepts. It seems that students f& various difficulties and ooRfusions 
between velocity-psition, instantaneous-average velocity, and velodry-acceleration. 
Secondly, we evaluate the contribution of simuIations we have mated using Interactive 
Physics to students' meaningful u n m d i n g  of simple kinematical phenomena and 
developing of mental representations. The interpretation of our Wts indicates that 
computer simulations can assist students to overcome their cognitive consmints 
originating h m  their believes about the cancepts of insmtmeous velocity and 
acceleration. 

Physics teaching, as well as Science teaching in general, is a concessive field for 
designing and developing educational computer applications. Today various types 
of computer applications are available for teachers and students, such as 
computer-based laboratories [I], spreadsheets [23, multimedia 131, simuIations 141, 
and intelligent tutors [5 ] .  They express different educational approaches and cover 
various educational needs. The use of such tools has been leaded into a new 
research field for Physics Education, since it radid1y changes the framework 
under which Physics teaching is integrated. 

Computers allow students to work in winditions that are extremely difficult to 
be created in the dassroorn or in the traditional physics lab. Thus, the number of 
physics topics one may deaI at school is increased, since the pibil it ies of 
representing physical phenomena are extended. From another point of view, a 
closer examination of Science problems of a special methoblagid type becomes 
possible. Such problems could be the hypothesis control, the cansequences of the 
initial conditions' alteration, the study of smboscopic representations hardly 
accomplished in the lab, and the simultaneous we of multiple representations 
about physical processes and phenomena (pictorial, graphical, symbolic). 

A vast domain of the research on Physics and Science Education aims at two 
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directions [6, 71. The first is the detection of the alternative conceptions of the 
students at various ages. This deals with students' mental representations about 
concepts and phenomena, not only before but d so after the classroom instruction, 
that are not compatible with the relevant scientific models. The second is the study 
of the results of special teaching interventions, aiming at the transformation of the 
students' alternative conceptions. The educational software use can effectively 
contribute in both the above directions. 

Among the various computer applications, simulations are of special 
importance in Physics teaching and learning. Simulations are open environments, 
created in the framework of scientific theories, where students are able to 
experiment with, make assumptions and derive conclusions in order to study the 
physical laws. They can be used as instructional tools with appIications in Science 
teaching from primary [8,9] to University level [ 101. This is a field of convergence 
between the research in Science education and the educational use of computers, 
since their exploitation allows both the broadening of cognitive activities children 
may process, and the enhancement of teachers' instructional potentialities. 

The present study follows the second last research direction. We have specified 
students ' cognitive constraints originating from their alternative conceptions 
about velocity and acceleration in various experimental conditions. Then, we have 
tried to guide students to  overcome their constraints by working with simulations 
through Interactive Physics [ I I]. 

Students' alternative conceptions about velocity and acceleration have been 
extensively studied and are considered not to be easily changeable with traditional 
instructional methods. Students often create analogies between velocity and 
acceleration. They consider that velocity describes only how fast an object moves, 
and acceleration describes only the increase of velocity [12- 161. They usually 
confuse the concepts of average and instantaneous velocity [17]. 

Moreover, students at all levels fact major difficulties when using graphical or 
stroboscopic representations of motions. They usually think of the representation 
as a picture of the motion. Concerning the stroboscopic representations, they 
believe that the closer the traces are, the faster the object moves [18-201. The 
same alternative conceptions are found during the use of educational software, 
among others connected with the use of information technologies. An example is 
the confusion between the concepts of velocity and acceleration in the case of two 
moving objects, and their connection with other physical concepts such as the 
object's position [13,17, 21, 221. 

It has been found that simulations through Interactive Physics assisted students 
to overcome their cognitive constraints about the trajectory motion [23]. This 
study describes the effectiveness of simulations on helping students to remedy 
their conceptions about kinematical concepts. This is evaluated by analyzing the 
results of the pre- and post-tests data. We have identified most of the above 
alternative conceptions. Furthermore, there is evidence for improved students' 
performance by transforming their ideas after the use of simulations. 
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SIMULATIONS THROUGH NIFRACTIVE PHYSICS 

Interactive Physics is a two-dimensional virtual physics laboratory that 
simulates effectively the fundamentals of the Newtonian mechanics 1241. 
Simulations are based to numerical analysis methods {EuIer or Kutta-Merson). 
The user may integrate a virtual experiment by drawing objects, gving them 
properties, introducing values to the physical parameters or changing the initial 
conditions. When running the simulation, the computer shows the evolution of the 
experiment on the screen. Data coming from the simulation can be displayed and 
recorded using virtual meters. h.pysd oar:;.. . 

We have chosen Interactive Physics for two r e a s o n s ~ ~ ~ t l ~ ,  because of its 
friendly and flexible user interface which is offered for the students' active 
engagement in Physics simulations. Secondly, because of its powerful 
environment which is suitable for the stroboscopic study of physical phenomena. 

Stroboscopic representations may support instruction of kinematics, since 
they facilitate experimental studies, measurement or computation of the physical 
magnitudes (time, position, velocity, acceleration, etc.), and formulation of the 
physical laws. Interactive Physics is an alternative instructional tool, taking into 
account the mherent difficulties of the stroboscopes when used for experimental 
studies in the lab. 

Figure 1 shows an Interactive Physics I11 screen shot that simulates an object 
uniformly accelerating down an incline. The various frames, giving the successive 
positions of the object, are also presented. During the post-test of the present 
study students used simulations of this type. 

Figure 1. Interactive Physics 111 screen showing the simulation of an object accelerating 
uniformly down an incline 
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In order to facilitate usability, we have built a simple and friendly user 
interface. The students used simulations in player mode where software's tools 
were hidden. Furthermore, they had access to instructions such as RUNISTOP, 
RESET, ERASE (delete traces) and GRAVITY (change the value of the gravity 
constant) by clicking the relevant button. 

METHOD 

The basic kinematical concepts (instantaneous velocity and acceleration) and 
their instruction have received more research interest than any other since: 
a Kinematics is the introductory topic in Mechanics, which is recognized as a 

"building block" upon which other concepts are based [20] 
They have special educational vaIue offered for the investigation of students' 
perceptions and cognitive difficulties 
It is easy to experiment with for the evaluation of innovative instructional 
environments. 
According to our knowIedge, this is the first study that uses Interactive Physics 

as a research tool in order to investigate and reform students' alternative 
conceptions. Furthermore, it is interesting to compare our results about students ' 
ideas in kinematics with those of similar researches [ 1 3- 17,2 11. The case of Greece 
also presents a peculiarity rooted in a special lirgagual constraint. The Greek word 
for velocity is "Khihta" while for acceleration is "epi-si". So students in 
primary and secondary education are faced with an additional constraint 
originating in the above etymological reason. 

The present study has been drrected to two research axes. 
1. To record, classify, and study students' ideas on basic concepts of kinematics, 

such as the instantaneous velocity and acceleration. 
2. To study the contribution of computer simulations in students' conceptual 

understanding of the kinematical concepts and construction of mental models. 
The corresponding hypotheses were: 

1. The majority of the students have dtfficulties in understanding the concepts of 
velocity and acceleration, and applying them in effectively interpreting simple 
motions. 

2. Students working with simulations wiIl overcome their alternative conceptions 
and will be guided to the mental construction of the relevant scientific 
conceptiom., .,. . ,. - .  , 
The research was administered to a total of 57 students attending the first year 

of Lyceum*. The students were attending courses in a typical public high school in 
the city of Ioannina, Greece and represented a wide range of achievement levels. 
Their average age was 15.6 years. All the children came from the middle social 
class. None of them had previous physics laboratory experience. 

In the case of Greece, Physics instruction in high schools is mainly based on 

* Lyceums are schools providing upper secondary education in Greece (3  grades in total). 
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traditional courses in the classroom while students' active engagement 
(experimentation in the Physics lab, use of computer simulations or spreadsheets) 
is rare. On the contrary, most of the students in the sample (75%) had a previous 
experience in the use of computers and of a general purpose software. Students 
with no computer experience had a short period of practice in order to be able to 
work with the proposed software. 

PROCESS 

The research was carried out six months after the instruction of ktnematics at 
school. We used an open-ended questionnaire, developed by us for this study. No 
additional instruction about these topics was given before the study. The research 
was administered in two phases. In the pre-testing, students were asked to answer 
on the tasks-experiments and to give their predictions, estimations and rationales. 
We asked them to evaluate qualitatively the physical processes concerning the 
concepts of veIocity (v) and acceleration (a) and justify their responses without 
using mathematical expressions. 

The post-test phase took place fifteen days later. hitially, the students had 
worked with the simulations of the questionnaire's tasks developed through 
Interactive Physics. Then they were asked to respond to the same questions. Each 
student was working with the computer individually, using every simulated task as 
long as it was necessary for him to understand the phenomenon and the 
relationships ktween the physical concepts involved. Students used the software 
in player mode, having access only to the relevant buttons. 

The experimental simulations-tasks used in our research are extensions of the 
Piagetian kinematical tasks [25]. They have been applied in similar versions for 
the study of students' alternative conceptions about velocity and acceleration 
using a demonstration apparatus [13, 141. 

RESULTS 

From a qualitative point of view, students' answers were similar lxfore and 
after the use of computer simulations, but different concerning their frequencies. 
We have classified students' responses in the various tasks, in six categories: 
i) effectual answers, where students gave correct answers based on justifications 

compatible with the relevant scientific models. 
ii) confusion between the concepts of position (x) and velocity (v). 
iii) confusion between the concepts of average (v,) and instantaneous velocity (vi). 
iv) confusion between the concepts of velocity (v) and acceleration (a). 
v) other answers, where students gave correct answers having no rationale or 

based on justifications that indicate various inefficiencies. 
vi) inefficient answers, that were responses totally irrelevant to the subject of 

question or no answer at all. 
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Task I .  Khe study of two unrformly moving objects 
Two similar objects move uniformly starting simultaneously as shown in 

Figure 2. The time intervals between successive positions are equal. a) Do the two 
objects ever have the same velocity? b) Estimate the acceleration of the two 
objects. c) Identify what type of motion each object does. Justify your answers. 

Figure 2. 'lhe study of two uniformly moving objects (mk 1) 

Table 1 shows the students' responses to the three questions of the task 1, 
concerning two uniformly moving objects, during pre- and post-tests. 
Approximately 4 out of 10 students in the sample had difficulties in applying 
effectively the concepts of velocity and acceleration. Students' misconceptions 
concerned confusion between position-velocity, velocity-acceleration, and 
average-instantaneous velocity. However, in the post-test phase, students gave 
scientifically correct answers at a higher percentage. 

Table 1. Relative frequencies (96) of students' responses to task 1 (N57) 
(T=task, xbquestion) 

Answer Tlapre Tlapost Tlb pre Tlb p t  TIC pre Tlcpost 

Effectual 17.5 45.6 61.4 68.4 64.9 71.9 
x and v confusion 24.6 19.3 
va and vt confusion 12.3 10.5 
v and a confusion 19.3 15.8 
Other 105 14.1 21.1 15.8 
inefficient 35.1 105 19.3 15.8 14.0 12.3 

In task la 17.5 % of the students responded efficiently during pre-testing, while 
45.6% of them gave correct answers after using simulations. Tasks lb  and Ic 
considered to be typical in the classroom routine and it seems that the students are 
familiar with them. In the pre -test phase more than 6 out of 10 students gave 
correct answer, while there is a small improvement during the post-test. 
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Examples of students' effectual answers are as following: 
"The two objects have never the same velocity, because the second object has 

always greater constant velocity" (task la) 
"Both objects' acceleration is zero, because their velocity is constant" (task 

lb) 
"Both objects move uniformly because they have a constant velocity" (task 

lc). 
The most frequent alternative conception recorded in task la is based on 

reasoning procedures indicating confusion between position and velocity of the 
objects. This confusion is found at a percentage of 24.6% (in pre-test) and 19.37~ 
(in post-test). We classified in the above category responses such as: 

"The velocity of the two objects is the same at the third snapshot, because they 
reach the same position". 

In task la, we consider that students confused the concepts of average and 
instantaneous velocity, when they give justifications like 

'The two objects have never the same velocity because they cover different 
distances at the same time". 
In pre-test, students displayed the above aIternative conception at a percentage 
12.3%, while 10.5% of them gave the similar justifications during post-testing. 

We identify nondiscrimination between velocity and acceleration (task 1 b) in 
students' statements like 

"The second object has greater acceleration, because it covers greater 
distances at the same time". 

A considerable percentage of students in both phases of the research exhibited 
various inefficiencies giving correct answers with no rationale or with 
justifications like 

"The two objects have never the same velocity because their motions are 
totally merent" (task la). 

Students exhibited inefficient approach in task 1 at a percentage of 24.6% (in 
pre-test) and 19.3% (in post-test). We classified in this category responses such as 

'They always have the same velocity because both objects move uniformly" 
(task la) 

"The two objects make a constant motion" (task fc). 
In task 1 we found common misconceptions such as confusion between 

position-velocity and average-instantaneous velocity at significant percentages. 
We also recorded higher scores in students' responses after using simulations. 
Furthermore, we observe students' systematic shift from totally inefficient 
answers to the various conceptual difficulties and, finally, to scientifically correct 
answers. This is an indication about the instructional value of simulations, since it 
strongly confirms our hypothesis that working with simulations alIows students to 
overcome various cognitive constraints and leads them to conceptual 
understanding of the kinematical concepts in uniform motion. 
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Task 2. The study of a unifomly moving and a unifonnly decelerating object 
Two similar objects A and B start simultaneously with different initial 

velocity and are moving as shown in Figure 3. The time intervals between 
successive posit-ions are equal. a) Do the two objects ever have the same velocity? 
b) Which one of the objects has greater initial velocity? c) What type of motion 
each object does? Justify your answers. 

Figure 3. The study of a uniformly moving and a uniformly decelerating object (task 2 )  

This task investigates students' ideas about velocity and acceleration by asking 
them to compare the kinematical characteristics of a uniformly moving object and 
a uniformIy decelerating object. Students' answers in the second task are classified 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Relative frequencies (%) of students' responss to task 2 (N=57) 
(T=task, xi=question) 

Answer T2ilpre T2apost T2b pre T2b post T2cpre T 2 c  post 

Effectual 22.8 45.6 28.1 47.4 63.2 84.2 
x and v confusion 28.1 19.3 

v. and vr confusion 29.8 10.5 
Other 29.8 19.3 28.1 5.3 
Inefficient 49.1 35.1 12.3 22.8 8.8 10.5 

In this task we have also identified common misconceptions concerned the 
confusion between position-velocity, and average-instantaneous velocity. There is 
a remarkable improvement in students' responses in the post-test, where their 
scores increased at 45.6% (task 2a) and 47.4% (task 2b). 

Students' effectual answers were based on arguments like: 
"Yes, because object B is unifonnly decelerated with greater initial velocity 

and at some an instant its velocity will be equal to the velocity of the object A" 
(task 2a) 

"Object B has a greater initial velocity, because it covers a greater distance in 
the time interval between the first and the second track (task 2b). 
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The students in the sample identified precisely the type of objects' motion 
(task 2c) in both phases of the research. They gave efficient responses during the 
pre-test at a percentage of 63.2%. After working with simulations this score was 
significantly improved at 84.2%. This task is a routine subject in conventional 
physics instruction and it seems that most of the students are familiarized with it. 

An interesting alternative conception recorded in task 2a was the confusion 
between position and velocity. Students, expressing this idea, make their 
estimations about objects' instantaneous velocity using arguments based on their 
position, such as 

"The two objects have the same velocity at the third and fourth track, because 
they reach at the same pbsition" - -, --v B W C  

-4 P 
"The two objects never have the same velocity because object A goes always 

first". 
Answers showing confusion between average and instantaneous velocity (task 

2b) were like: 
"Object B has a greater initial velocity, because it covers a greater distance 

than object A .  
The students are able to at a percentage of 47.4% understand ana justify 

correctly that the object moving up the incline was started with greater initial 
velocity. It seems that working with computer simulations children can overcome 
their confusion between the concepts of average and instant velocities. During the 
pre-test, 29.8% of the children did confused the concepts of average and instant 
velocities, while only 10.5% hold the above difficulty during the post-tesv ---= 

In the category of other answers are included students' correct respdfige$%T 
tasks 2b and 2c with no rationale at all. ....,--- . -- - 

Students' inefficient answers were like: i~bwkmt& 
"The two objects never have the same velocity because their motion is 

different and their velocity will be also different" (task 2a) :; are c q d  
"Object B has a greater initial velocity, since it moves on an inclinea'(task2b). 
The students in the sample identified precisely the type of obiem' motion 

(task 2c) in both phases of the research. They gave efficient responses during the 
pre-test at a percentage of 63.2%. After working with simulations, this score was 
signifiicantly improved at 84.2%. This task is a routine subject in conventional 
instruction of Physics and it seems that most of the students are familiarized with 
it. - 1 -  - 

: , r l  ton' I.' 

r .qrDr,-:! , ' 

Task 3. fie study of two uniformly accelerated objects . , : 

Two similar objects A and B start simultaneously accelerating uniformly down 
an incline as shown in Figure 4. The two inclined pIanes are geometricalIy similar. 
The time intervals between successive positions are equal. a) Do the two objects 
ever have the same velocity? b) Do the two objects have the same acceleration? 
C) Which object reaches the ground with the greater velocity? Justify your answers. 
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Figure 4. The study of two uniformly accelerated objects (Task 3) 

Task 3 investigates students' ideas about velocity and acceleration using two 
similar uniformly accelerating objects. Table 3 classifies students' responses 
during pre and post - tests. It is evident from our results that students exhibited 
higher scores after using simulations. 

Table 3. Relative frequencies (%) of students' responses to task 3 (N57) 
(Tdask, xi=question) 

Answer ma pre T3a post T3b pre T3b post T3c pre T3c post 

EffsCaral 19.3 29.8 21.1 33.3 28.1 38.6 
x and v confusion 21.4 14.0 175 35 
va and vt confusion 14.0 14.0 
v and a confusion 28.1 19.3 
Other 36.8 28.1 
Inefficient 22.8 28.1 50.9 47.4 40.4 43.9 

Students' correct answers were based on arguments indicating conceptual 
understanding of the kinematical concepts like: 

"The two objects never have the same velocity, because they always cover 
different distances at the same time interval" (task 3a) 

"Object A has a greater acceleration, kcawe  it covers a greater distance at the 
same time, while both objects were started from rest" (task 3b) 

"Object A reaches the ground with the greater velocity, because the &stance 
between the last two tracks is greater than object's B (task 3c) 

"Object A reaches the ground with the greater velocity, because it is 
accelerating with a greater acceleration than object 3" (task 3c). 

Answers showing confusion between position and velocity are like: 
'The two objects have the same velocity at the last track of the path, because 

the are side by side" (task 3a) 
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"The two objem have the same velmity, because they reach the ground 
simultaneously" (task 3c). 

Answers showing confusion between velocity and acceleration are like 
'The two objects have different acceleration, because their velocities are 

different'' (task 3b). 
It seems that the above students were unable to make the necessary distinction 

between the concepts of velocity and change of velocity (acceleration). 
More than 3 out of 10 students (36.8% during pre- test and 28.1 % during post- 

test) exhibited various inefficiencies giving correct answers with no rationale or 
with justifications like 

"The two objects have never the same velocity because their motions are 
totally different" (task 3a) 

In task 3, a considerable percentage of students gave inefficient answers before 
and after the use of simulations. Examples of their justificaxions were like: 

"The two objects have the same instant velocity at the starting point" (task 3a) 
'The two objects have the same acceleration, because they reach the ground 

simuItaneously" (task 3b). 
"Object A reaches the ground with the greater velocity, because it starts 

accelerating from a higher point" (task 3c). 
After the use of simulations, students in the sample exhibited a remarkable 

progress concerning the effectual answers. There is an explicit shift of the students 
from their inefficient approaches and alternative conceptions (position-velocity 
confusion, velocity-acceleration confusion) to meaningful understanding of the 
concepts. 

Task 4. The study of a bail bouncing on the ground 
A basketball falls freely from a specific height, reaches the ground and bounces 

up reaching its initial height. Figure 5 shows the successive positions of the ball 
after bouncing. The time intervals between successive positions are equal. a) Find 
the positions having minimum and maximum velocity, b) Estimate the velocity 
and the acceleration when the ball reaches its maximum height. c) Estimate the 
acceleration of the ball in its successive positions. Justify your answers. 

0 Figure 5. The study of a 
ball boundng on the 

ground (task 4) 
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This task investigates students' ideas about velocity and acceleration of a ball 
bouncing up to its initial height. The kinematical characteristics are common with 
those of a ball freeIy fading in the gravitational field. Table 4 classifies students' 
responses during pre and post - tests. Although the free fall is a typical paradigm 
in kinematics instruction, students in the sample faced serious difficulties in 
interpreting qualitatively the above task. 

Table 4. Relative frequencies (%) of students' responses to task 4 (N=57) 
(T=task, xkquestion) 

Answer T4a pre T4a post T4b pre T4b post T4c pre T4c post 

Effectual 19.3 33.3 14.0 21.1 12.3 22.8 
v and tt confusion 49.1 57.9 40.4 45.6 
Other 59.6 57.9 10.5 1.8 
Inefficient 2 1 . 1  8.8 36.8 21.1 36.8 29.8 

Examples of students' effectual responses to the above task are 
"The ball's velocity is minimum (zero) at the highest point and maximum at 

the bouncing point" (task 4a) 
"At the highest point, the ball's velocity equals zero and its acceleration equals 

the gravity constant" (task 4b) 
'The ball's acceIeration is constant, and equals the gravity constant" (task 4c). 
In task 4a, during the pre-test, 59.6% of the students gave correct answer with 

no justification or incorrect justifications like 
' m e  ball's velocity cakes its maximum value during the bounce and is 

minimum at the upper point, because there is no force to support moving higher". 
This approach is resisted at a percentage of 57.9% during the post-test. 

In Cask 4c, during the pre-test, 10.5% of the sample gave correct answers with 
no justification, while only one student exhibited this approach after the use of 
simulations. 

The most frequent misconception identified seems to be the confusion between 
the concepts of velocity and acceleration. Students exhibited this confusion at a 
higher percentage after using computer simulations due, mainly, to their shift from 
totally inefficient responses. It seems that the dynamic environment of 
simulations can not help students to overcome this constraint effectively. 

Examples of students' expressions showing confusion between velocity and 
acceleration are like 

"At the highest point, the ball's acceleration equals zero because its velocity is 
zero too" (task 4b) 

" The ball's acceleration increases continuously when the ball falls freely and 
decreases when it bounces up" (task 4c). 

Students' inefficient answers were like 
"The bdl's velocity takes its minimum value during the bounce and is 

maximum at the upper point" (task 4a) 
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"The ball's veIocity is minimum during its free fall and maximum during its 
upwards motion" (task 4a) 

"Both the velocity and acceleration are equal to their initial values, since the 
object reaches again its initial position" (task 4b) 

"The ball's acceleration is proportional to its position'. (rask fc). 
There is a small improvement in students' answers during post-test, in all the 

questions of the fourth task. This is an indication that the simulated experiment 
allows the students to understand the kinematical characteristics of the task, which 
is a special case of a trajectory motion. The investigation of this task is a subject 
where students encounter difficulties similar to the free fall's study. The concepts 
of the velocity and acceleration, at the upper point of a vertically thrown object, 
are described as a topic of special difficulty (261. It seems that even the use of the 
simulation requires students' deeper physics background, in order to achieve 
meaningful understanding of concepts like acceleration, which i s  the rate of change 
of velocity, or in other words the rate of change of the rate of change of position. 

DISCUSSION 

This articIe presents the effect of computer simulations through Interactive 
Physics on students' alternative conceptions about velocity and acceleration. Our 
results confirm in general our hypothesis that computer simulations allow students 
to overcome cognitive constraints coming from their alternative conceptions. 

We have detected various misconceptions found in related studies [ 13, 14, 17, 
2 11. Students' confusion between velocity and position, instantaneous and average 
velocity, and velocity and acceleration seems to play important role in their 
believes about kinematics. Most of the students' inefficiencies are due to 
reasoning procedures focused on the contextual features of the kinematical 
processes of the tasks. 

Figure 6 presents students' effectual answers to the tasks of the research during 
the pre and post-tests. It seems that students working with simulations may 
confront their cognitive difficulties up to a certain point. However it is obvious, 
that the progress of the students is different for the various tasks of the research. 
We have found a significant improvement for tasks 1 and 2, which concerned 
uniformly moving objects. For the third and fourth tasks where the moving objects 
are accelerating, the results are satisfactory at a lower degree since there is 
improvement for quite a few students. The velocity and acceleration comparison 
of non-uniformly moving objects (tasks 3 and 4) incorporates special difficulties, 
since the simuItaneous discrimination between position change and velocity 
change on time unit requires higher order reasoning. 

A second important topic in our study is the way we have used simulations. In 
order to evaluate the effectiveness of simulations in students' conceptual under- 
standing, we ask them to work with simulations all alone. Our role was restricted 
to observe their active engagement and give technical support, without intervening 
even in cases where our help could be determinant for the students' progress. 
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Task 

Figure 6 .  Students' effectual answers during pre and post - tests 

However our results allow us to orient any teaching intervention in the correct 
way, since they detect the Miculties that students can not overcome using 
simulations individually. Such a point of view is absolutely compatible with the 
current research directions in Science education, gving emphasis in the systematic 
study of student-teacher interaction that aims at the attainment of well assigned 
cognitive transformations [27]. 

What also observed during this study, was the enthusiasm and convenience 
with which students were engaged in simulations. This observation together with 
the exploitation of the stroboscopic representation, provided by the simulations, 
gives us an indication for the value of software packages of this type in Physics 
instruction. 

Traditional instruction is insufficient to help students confront their alternative 
conceptions. Teachers should give to their students a large variety of special 
instructional situations to interact with them, in order to investigate, predict, and, 
finally, understand the physical laws. Computer simulations offer the opportunity 
to the students 

to consider their own ideas about kinematical concepts 
to interact with them executing virtual experiments 
to modify their ideas promoting conceptual change. 

The improvement of simulations and their effective use in Physics education 
are open research subjects. Simulations have been extensively used as a virtual 
physics laboratory for modeling and presenting phenomena or processes. But, in 
a constructivist perspective of physics instruction, they could offer an expressive 
environment where students can demonstrate their ideas or mental models, make 
predictions, record experimental data, derive the physical laws, solve problems, 
and, finally, achieve functional understanding of Physics. Our present research 
interests are focused towards the above direction. 
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Ztqv ~eyaaia U W T ~  na~ouo i&~oma~ TU motEh6crpata tqq xefiaq5 neoao- 
~ & E C I W  mmxa p~ T ~ Y  dleq 'GW ~UQUVO~~DEW pa&l~ciw A' z g q ~  TOIJ Av- 
x~ iov  y ~ a  TLS EWOLES T ~ S  ~ax13zqtolg xac rqS ~ ~ l ~ t a x w a q ~ .  A@xixa n@ou8~o@i- 
1;Ovp~ XUL 6 ~ ~ g ~ o v ~  115 arn~h+Q~ts XUG 'GLS y v ~ m t x i s  G u ~ o ~ L E ~  ~ O I J  ~pcpavi- 
Souv OL pa0q~i5 ma ztaaeea t ~ y a  T ~ S  t @ e w a ~  ( S X E Z ~ ~ ~  PE TLS X L ~ ~ ~ T L X ~  iv- 
VOLES. A L ~ L ~ L ~ W O Z ) ~  6 ~ 1  OL paOqt&~ &pcpavi.&vtac va  q ~ i o v v  T L ~  €WOGES ta- 
xirqtag-88oq~, T ~ ~ W T ~ T ~ S - ~ L T ~ X ' U Y ~ S  XCIL crzcy~~aias-pwqs zolxzi~q~a5. Z T ~  
owkx~ ia  %~ohoyol5p~ tq aup@h.il tq5 x@tiaq~ n@oaopotha~wv, nozl Gqpbove- 
ylj&lxav piom TOIJ h a y ~ o p ~ x d  Interactive Physics, o~qv  xol'cavoyay a n h h  x1- 
vqpff~tlchv cpmvopkvwy mq Gqp~oueyia voqt~1CC;)v ava~~agamCLo~wv. H EXE- 

E~eycxaiu ZW ~ T L O T & O ~ ~ T W Y  pas 6~ ixnc  6 ~ c  OL ~ ~ J O ~ O L W U E L S  POI$OW TOWS 

pa&lzkg va ~ ~ E @ Q o z ~ ,  y v ~ a t ~ x i ~  ~ V Q X O ~ ~ E S ,  zow oq~ihoma~ ( 3 ~ ~ 5  ~ a p v 0 f i -  
aEL5 TOUS O X E T L X ~  PE TLS ~VVOGES T ~ G  ot~yp~aiC(5 T ~ X G C Z ~ T V ' G ~ S  xut m ~ ~ a ~ w q ~ .  




